The Frozen-Water Trade

About the Book. The story of the 19th-century ice trade, in which ice from the lakes of New England valued for its
incredible purity revolutionised domestic life.The Frozen Water Trade: A True Story [Gavin Weightman] on
thewordmage.com * FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Now in paperback, the fascinating story of.But the
nineteenth-century entrepreneur Frederic Tudor was immune to ridicule and single-minded in his conviction that the ice
trade could be.THE FROZEN-WATER TRADE: A True Story. Gavin Weightman, Author. Hyperion $ (p) ISBN The
story of the 19th-century ice trade, in which ice from the lakes of New England valued for its incredible purity
revolutionised domestic life aro.Now in paperback, the fascinating story of America's vast natural ice trade which
revolutionized the 19th centuryOn February 13, , the brig Favorite left.Weightman tells the story of the frozen-water
trade through the remarkable life of Frederick Tudor, the wealthy Boston "Ice King" who had a crucial role in.The
Frozen-Water Trade is a delightful history lesson. At a time when ice cream and iced drinks are de rigueur, it is hard to
imagine that once ice was not in.The Frozen Water Trade has ratings and 45 reviews. Jacob said: November This is what
Gavin Weightman wants you to believe: in , Frederick T.The ice trade, also known as the frozen water trade, was a
19th-century and early th-century industry, centering on the east coast of the United States and.Summary and reviews of
The Frozen Water Trade by Gavin Weightman, plus links to a book excerpt from The Frozen Water Trade and author
biography of Gavin.The Frozen Water Trade. A True Story. by Gavin Weightman. Now in paperback, the fascinating
story of America's vast natural ice trade which revolutionized the.THE FROZEN-WATER TRADE: Frederic Tudor, the
Ice King Frederic Tudor ( ) was the son of a prominent, well-to-do Boston lawyer, his older brother.For decades, Tudor
was ridiculed as he struggled to establish what seamen called the frozen-water trade, suffering through financial
hardship."For minds highly excited and in great activity there is no Sunday," wrote Frederic Tudor, the 19th-century "Ice
King" who got rich selling ice.Geoffrey Moorhouse on the man who cooled the world in Gavin Weightman's slice of the
American dream, The Frozen Water Trade: How Ice.
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